
Answer the questions using COMPLETE sentences in the blank space on page 3 of your 

notebook. DO NOT write the question.

1. What are the key elements of a map? The key elements of a map are…

2. What is the purpose of each key element? The purpose of the  to 
show…

3. What strategy do we use to remember the key elements of a map? The strategy we 
use to remember the key elements is…

 Did you complete your TABLE 
OF CONTENTS for today?

 Is your WEEK SHEET out and 

ready to be stamped?
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6.3B Pose and answer questions about geographic distributions and 
patterns for various world regions and countries shown on maps, graphs, 
charts, models, and databases.

6.21B Analyze information by sequencing, categorizing, identifying cause-
and-effect relationships, comparing, contrasting, finding the main idea, 
summarizing, making generalizations and predictions, and drawing 
inferences and conclusions; 

6.21C Organize and interpret information from outlines, reports, 
databases, and visuals, including graphs, charts, timelines, and maps.



How do maps show history, political divisions and geography?

ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDING

Graphic representations of information and data (i.e. maps) often express 
relationships and patterns in the physical and human geography of a 
place/region.



Pre-Reading and annotating

Look for 
IMPORTANT 

WORDS that help 
us understand the 
type of map and 
why it is useful.



Visual Notes

1. Carefully examine each map and 

determine its type—physical, political, or 

thematic

2. Provide evidence to support your 

classification

3. Respond to the final question using the 

contents of the map



1. What are the characteristics of a physical map?

2. What are the characteristics of a political map?

3. What are the characteristics of a thematic map?

4. Is it possible to have multiple types of maps in one?



1. In your groups, determine who will be #1, #2, and #3.   

2. Each person will have 45 seconds to talk about a 

question when it is your turn. 

3. While one person is speaking, the others are simply 

listening

4. When time is up you stop talking 

5. If you finish speaking before time is up, sit in 

silence.  



1. Which continent is represented in the map?

2. How might the three maps shown above be useful to a 

geographer in determining information about South America?

3. How might the maps shown above be useful in helping us 

understand how the Inca lived?



1. Use the maps and the question stems to pose 

questions about the maps from your visual notes.

2. You will create 3 Level B questions.

3. Write neatly!!  You will trade your questions with 

a classmate.



1. Use the maps and the stems to create questions about the maps from 

your visual notes.

2. You must create 2 level B and 1 level A questions (3 total).

3. Write neatly!!  You will trade your questions with a classmate.



How do maps show history, political divisions and geography?

Maps reflect history, political divisions, and geography by 

showing…

An example of this is…




